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A Book Review

A Usable Past: See It and Put It on 
Your Shelf
by Lita Solis-Cohen

A  Usable Past: American Folk Art at 
the Colby College Museum of Art 
accompanies an exhibition at the Colby 

College Museum of Art, Waterville, Maine, 
that continues through January 8, 2017.

Edited by Lauren Lessing, with essays by 
Lessing, Seth A. Thayer, Jr., Elizabeth Finch, 
Tanya Sheehan, and 18 other contributors, 
this book illustrates highlights from a pioneer 
collection of American folk art and shows how 
this collection is used in teaching American 
studies. Full of historical facts and bits of local 
wisdom, the book also reflects recent research. 
Moreover, the writers of the catalog entries not 
only include nuggets of history and biography, 
they also have really looked at the pictures and 
point out how brush strokes, compositional 
decisions, and sometimes print sources were 
used to create each work of art.

Lessing took the title of the exhibition 
and book from a 1918 essay by Van Wyck 
Brooks, a literary critic and historian, in which 
he called for a “‘usable past’ ...outside the 
elite, academically approved canon he had 
studied at Harvard,” a past that could inspire 
contemporary American authors. Lessing 
compares Brooks’s search for less conventional 
literary models to the process of collecting folk 
art and sees a parallel in Newark Museum 
curator Holger Cahill’s construction of a 

usable past for visual artists in the “untutored 
expression of the common people,” noting that 
it was Cahill who declared that “folk art gives 
modern art its ancestry.”

The majority of the works discussed are from 
the American Heritage collection that Edith and 
Ellerton Jetté assembled for Colby College. In 
his essay “‘An Era of Jetté-Propulsion’: Edith 
and Ellerton Jetté Collect for Colby,” Colby 
alumnus and private broker Seth Thayer tells 
how the couple worked closely with Connecticut 
dealer John Kenneth Byard in the late 1940s 
as they began to acquire works that celebrated 
the country’s earliest artistic endeavors. First 
exhibited in the women’s dormitories and 
dining hall at Colby, the Jetté collection now 
joins gifts from others at the Colby art museum 
in a space to which the Alfond-Lunder Family 
Pavilion was added in 2013.

Ellerton Jetté came to Maine when he bought 
the Hathaway Shirt Company. He transformed 
it into a leader in men’s fashions. He worked 
with David Ogilvy to introduce the advertising 
campaign of “The Man in a Hathaway Shirt,” 
who also wore an eye patch. From the time 
of their marriage in 1945, Ellerton and Edith 
Kemper Jetté, who was the antiques buyer at 
Lord & Taylor, spent their free time collecting 
art and antiques. They furnished a 22-room 
house in China, Maine, before finally settling in 
Sebec, Maine, where they bought the Burgess 
House, which was decorated with murals by 
Rufus Porter and stencils by Moses Eaton, 
itinerant house painters and decorators. They 
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purchased strong works such as a watercolor 
of Harvard University by Jonathan Fisher, a 
rare vertical landscape by Thomas Chambers 
(used as the book’s cover illustration), and 
two portraits of a father and his son by deaf-
mute itinerant painter John Brewster, who was 
active in Maine.

When the Jettés presented their collection to 
Colby in 1956, Nina Fletcher Little gave the 
opening remarks, and Henry Flynt, the driving 
force behind Historic Deerfield, introduced her. 
Over the next 30 years, the Jettés added to the 
collection until it numbered 220 works of art. It 
is the first folk art collection assembled for the 
purpose of educating college undergraduates.

In 1975 the Jettés gave the museum their 
collection of American Impressionist paintings, 
which was evenly split between male and female 
artists. In 1982 the Jettés donated 18 American 
academic portraits of the Colonial and Federal 
periods. Their goal was to teach students about 
their artistic heritage without their having 
to leave campus. Ellerton was a trustee, and 
Edith was a guiding force in establishing the 
Colby College Museum of Art in 1959. She 
functioned as the museum’s first curator and 
was responsible for other collections that went 
to Colby. Several paintings in the exhibition 
came from the Helen Warren and Willard 
Howe Cummings collection. When Edith 
died in 1992 the remainder of the Jetté estate 
passed to the college to be used for art-related 
endeavors. It endowed the acquisition fund, 
galleries, and faculty positions and fostered the 
Jetté Award for Leadership in the Arts.

In her essay, Elizabeth Finch, who is the 
Lunder Curator of American Art at the Colby 
museum, explains the kinship between folk art 
and Modernism. Taking Holger Cahill’s words 
from his 1932 Museum of Modern Art catalog 
The Art of the Common Man in America, 
1750-1900, she points out that the exhibition 
at Colby “encompassed the ‘unconventional 
side’ of early American art made by ‘craftsmen 
and amateurs of the 18th and 19th centuries,’” 
and she retells the story of the pioneering 
role artists in Ogunquit, Maine, played in the 
emergence of folk art as a collecting field.

Finch goes on to show how the American 
Heritage collection at Colby was useful in 
marketing Maine. A selection of the Jettés’ folk 
art was included in the traveling exhibition 
Maine and Its Artists along with works by 
John Marin, Edward Hopper, and Marguerite 
Zorach, among others, to celebrate the 150th 
anniversary of the college in 1963. Three years 
later the American Heritage collection was 
sent to New York City for exhibition at the 
IBM Gallery, and in the spring of 1967 it was 
sent to Montreal for exhibition in the Maine 
pavilion at Expo ’67. With this much exposure 
it is surprising that the collection is not better 
known to current collectors. The exhibition 
and book should remedy this.

Anyone who sees the show will take away 
the experience of seeing Thomas Sully’s 
portrait of Hannah Halverson French hanging 
next to Woman Holding a Book, a portrait by H. 

P. Hunt, in order to teach students the difference between academic painting 
and folk art. Sully’s idealized portrait of a society woman and celebrated 
singer that was painted in Baltimore in 1820 at a cost of $75 and hanging 
next to it the portrait of an unknown young woman holding a book are 
explained in the wall label as expressions of their respective classes. Sully’s 
painterly brushwork expresses his sitter’s elegance and charm; Hunt’s flat 
1850s portrait reflects the middle-class virtues of modesty and respectability. 
The subject is sitting upright in a straight-back chair; her book by Alexander 
Pope shows she is educated, and her black dress and brooch probably 
indicate she is in mourning, expressing her adherence to piety and polite 
social customs. In her essay, Tanya Sheehan, Colby’s associate professor of 
American art, uses these two paintings to urge her students not to prioritize 
but to “simply focus on the creativity a painter used… [and] see that only a 
clientele and a choice of aesthetic formulae separate Hunt from Sully.” She 
sees in both a mingling of convention and innovation, pointing out the great 
variety in American portraiture.

Several good books on folk art filled with essays and images have been 
published in recent years. A Usable Past should join them on library shelves. 
For those who visit A Usable Past, there are bonus exhibitions. Weather 
Vanes and Trade Signs from a Distinguished New England Collection is 
also on view through January 8 along with Highlights from the Permanent 
Collection. The Alfond-Lunder Family Pavilion is also a must-see. The 
Lunder collection catalog is online on the Colby College Museum of Art 
website (www.colby.edu/museum).

Highlights from a pioneer 
collection of American folk art.


